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In recent years, a growing experimental program has begun to search for sub-GeV dark matter
through its scattering with electrons. An associated theoretical challenge is to compute the dark
matter scattering rate in experimental targets, and to find materials with large scattering rates. In
this paper we point out that, if dark matter scatters through a mediator that couples to EM charge,
then electromagnetic sum rules place limits on the achievable scattering rates. These limits serve as
a useful sanity check for calculations, as well as setting a theoretical target for proposed detection
methods. Motivated by this analysis, we explore how conductor-dielectric heterostructures can result
in enhanced scattering rates compared to bulk conductors, for dark matter masses . MeV. These
effects could be especially important in computing the scattering rates from thin-film targets, e.g.
superconducting detectors such as SNSPDs, TESs or MKIDs, for which the scattering rate could
be enhanced by orders of magnitude at low enough dark matter masses, as well as introducing or
enhancing directional dependence.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is very strong evidence that some form of non-
relativistic, non-Standard-Model matter makes up most
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of the universe’s matter density. While it is possible that
this ‘dark matter’ (DM) only interacts gravitationally, in
many theories it possesses other interactions with Stan-
dard Model (SM) particles, which may allow its detection
in laboratory experiments.

For fermionic dark matter candidates, or those for
which some symmetry prevents absorption, the leading
interaction with an SM target is usually via scatter-
ing. An extensive experimental program searching for
the scattering of heavy (� nucleon mass) DM particles
has been in progress for decades, with the latest detectors
operating at the multi-ton scale [1]. So far, no convinc-
ing DM signals have been seen, which — along with other
observations — has ruled out some of the most natural
models for electroweak-scale DM.

Recently, there have been efforts to extend searches for
DM scattering to smaller masses (mDM � GeV). While
such DM particles would be produced in too large an
abundance via weak-scale thermal freeze-out [2], other
early-universe production mechanisms are possible, in-
cluding freeze-out via lighter mediators [3], or thermal
freeze-in [4–6]. The small energy depositions arising from
such scatterings mean that they would not be detectable
in standard WIMP direct detection experiments. Con-
sequently, new experiments with lower energy thresholds
are required, and there has been an extensive theoretical
effort to identify suitable target materials and detection
strategies [7–22].

An important set of models are those in which the
DM scatters through a mediator that couples to EM
charge. This includes models with a ‘dark photon’ me-
diator, which are some of the best-motivated and least-
constrained possibilities for light DM [23]. In addition,
for models in which the mediator is not nucleophilic, it
is often the case that electrons dominate the target re-
sponse, so the scattering is very similar to that for a
mediator which couples to charge. Recently, it has been
emphasised [24, 25] that, for these models, the scattering
rate of non-relativistic DM particles in a material is con-
trolled by the material’s ‘energy loss function’, Im(−ε−1

L ),
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where εL is the longitudinal dielectric permittivity [26].
Electromagnetism constrains the properties of this en-
ergy loss function; for example, it must satisfy ‘sum rules’
imposed by causality [27, 28], including∫ ∞

0

dω

ω
Im

(
−1

εL(ω, k)

)
=
π

2

(
1− 1

εL(0, k)

)
(1)

for any wavenumber k. We point out that this sum
rule imposes non-trivial constraints on the maximum
DM scattering rate; parametrically, it shows that Γ .
g2

DMg
2
emDMvDM, where gDM is the DM-mediator cou-

pling, ge is the electron-mediator coupling, and vDM is
the typical DM velocity. We derive precise bounds in
Section II B.

In addition to serving as a sanity check, the sum rule
constraint sets an obvious target — can we find materials
which come close to saturating the achievable scattering
rates? While this can be achieved with theoretically sim-
ple dielectric functions — e.g. a plasmon pole at a fre-
quency close to the DM kinetic energy scale — finding
practical materials with the appropriate properties can
be difficult.

We discuss how conductor-dielectric heterostructures
could enable more optimized response functions, com-
pared to bulk materials, for DM masses . MeV. As well
as analysing toy examples of periodic bulk heterostruc-
tures, we analyse the very simple system of a single con-
ductive layer. This is the physical form taken by low-
energy-threshold detectors such as transition edges sen-
sors (TESs) [29–34], microwave kinetic inductance de-
tectors (MKIDs) [35–37], and superconducting nanowires
(SNSPDs) [38–41], and we illustrate how the scattering
rates of low-mass DM in such devices may be orders of
magnitude larger than a naive prediction based on the
bulk material properties may suggest. While existing de-
tectors usually have energy thresholds that are too high
for such effects to be significant (e.g. the results reported
in [42]), they will become important for future devices.

In addition to modifying the overall scattering rate,
conductor-dielectric heterostructures also introduce pre-
ferred directions, even for isotropic constituent materials,
resulting in directional dependence of the DM scattering
rate. Since the DM velocity distribution at Earth is ex-
pected to be anisotropic, this leads to modulation of the
DM scattering rate as the Earth rotates over the course
of the day. By introducing (or, for anisotropic materials,
potentially enhancing) this modulation, heterostructures
could help to distinguish DM signals from other back-
grounds.

We also comment on how, when the dynamics of nu-
clei are important, the DM scattering rate for media-
tors which do not couple to EM charge can exceed the
sum rule bounds. This is true even for mediators which
only couple to electrons. We illustrate how scattering
into acoustic phonons may have significantly higher rates
than into optical phonons, for mediators with couplings
not precisely those of a dark photon.

II. DARK MATTER SCATTERING

Suppose that a DM state χ with mass mχ couples to
a (scalar or vector) mediator of mass m, with coupling
strength gχ. If the mediator couples to EM charges, with
coupling strength ge (i.e. L ⊃ geXµ(ēγµe− p̄γµp) for its
couplings to electrons and protons), then as discussed
in [24, 25] the scattering rate of sufficiently light, non-
relativistic DM in a material will be given by

Γ '
2g2
χg

2
e

e2

∫
d3k

(2π)3

k2

(k2 +m2)2
Im

(
−1

εL(ωk, k)

)
(2)

where εL(ω, k) is the material’s longitudinal permittiv-
ity in response to charge density perturbations with fre-
quency ω and wavevector k, and ωk = k · v − k2/(2mχ)
is the energy loss corresponding to momentum transfer
k from a DM particle with velocity v. The integral is
over momentum transfers k such that ωk ≥ 0 (we are ne-
glecting the temperature of the medium, so up-scattering
does not occur). We re-derive this result using in-medium
effective propagators in Appendix A, reviewing the ap-
proximations made. Even if the mediator does not couple
to SM charge, as long as the electrons dominate the ma-
terial response, Eq. (2) will be a good approximation (we
discuss this further in Section VII). The rate Γ in Eq. (2)
corresponds to the scattering rate for a single DM par-
ticle passing through the medium — in a volume V , the
total scattering rate will be given by Γtot = ΓnχV , where
nχ is the DM number density.

A. EM sum rules

To make Eq. (2) more precise, we need to define εL
more carefully. We will suppose that we have some
periodic structure, and will consider its response to
a small longitudinal free charge density perturbation
(ρf = ρ0e

−i(ωt−k·x), with associated current perturba-

tion Jf = J0k̂e
−i(ωt−k·x), where kJ0 = ωρ0).1 The ‘dis-

placement’ field is defined as D = k̂ρf/ik, and the ef-
fective (inverse) permittivity is defined as the (position-
dependent) linear response function for the electric field,
Ei = ε−1

ij Dj . Then, we define the effective longitudi-

nal dielectric function as ε−1
L (ω, k) ≡ k̂ik̂jε

−1
ij , where the

overline denotes spatial averaging.
At high enough frequencies, faster than the response

times of system’s matter, ε−1
L (ω, k) → 1. Consequently,

via the Kramers-Kronig relations, we have

1− ε−1
L (0, k) =

2

π

∫ ∞
0

dω

ω
Im
(
−ε−1

L (ω, k)
)

(3)

1 as usual, complex quantities of this kind are used as shorthand
for their real parts.
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(ε−1
L is real at ω = 0, since its imaginary part is an odd

function of ω). There are also other sum rules [27], as re-
viewed in Appendix C, but this one will be most useful for
our purposes. For a physical system in its ground state,
we should have Im(−ε−1

L (ω)) ≥ 0 for all frequencies, cor-
responding to the system always absorbing (rather than
emitting) energy in response to a perturbation.2 So, inte-
grating over any range of positive frequencies, we should
have ∫

dω

ω
Im
(
−ε−1

L (ω, k)
)
≤ π

2

(
1− ε−1

L (0, k)
)

(4)

This lets us bound the integral over any range of ω in
terms of the (inverse) static dielectric function ε−1

L (0, k)

at the appropriate k. Since ε−1
L (0, k = 0) must be non-

negative for a stable system [44], it follows by continuity
that −ε−1

L (0, k) should be small for k much less than
relevant momentum scales in the system. While it is
possible for −ε−1

L (0, k) to be positive for non-zero k —
indeed, this is probably the case for some metals, such as
aluminium [44] — it only becomes large and positive for
systems close to a point of instability, corresponding to
diverging response to a charge density perturbation [44].
As a result, for most materials, the RHS of Eq. 4 will be
O(1).

B. Scattering rates

We can use the sum-rule bound from Eq. (4) to bound
the DM scattering rate in our target system. Starting
from the scattering rate in Eq. (2), we want to average
over DM velocities, to obtain the average scattering rate

Γ '
2g2
χg

2
e

e2

∫
d3k

(2π)3

k2

(k2 +m2)2
×∫

d3v p(v)Im

(
−1

εL(ωk,v, k)

)
(5)

where p(v) is the probability distribution for DM veloci-
ties.

Properly, we should consider mounting our target in a
particular lab-frame orientation, and then changing this
orientation relative to the Galactic frame according to
the Earth’s rotation. Instead, to simplify our initial cal-
culations, we will average over all detector orientations
relative to the Galactic frame, which can equivalently
be viewed as specifying an appropriate isotropic p(v) in
Eq. (5) (we discuss anisotropic velocity distributions in
Section VI). For isotropic materials, this gives the cor-
rect rate directly; for other materials, it still provides the

2 this condition will not necessarily apply to a system in a
metastable state, such as the ‘magnetic bubble chamber’ pro-
posal of [43].

expected rate for a randomly-chosen orientation. In gen-
eral, if we are allowed to tune the medium properties and
the initial DM velocity, we can obtain arbitrarily large
scattering rates, via matching the on-shell momentum
transfers possible for the DM particle to the dispersion
of weakly-damped excitations in the medium (so that we
obtain resonant scattering at all momentum transfers).
However, if we are interested in the scattering rate av-
eraged over different directions, such tuning is no longer
possible, and as we will see, it is possible to set general
limits on the scattering rate.

For a given k, the frequency ωk,v = k · v − k2/(2mχ)
only depends on |k| and k · v, so it only depends on the

component vk of the velocity in the k̂ direction. Thus,
if we write p1(vk) as the probability distribution for the
projection of the DM velocity onto a particular axis (this
is independent of the axis, since we are assuming that
p(v) is isotropic), then

Γ '
2g2
χg

2
e

e2

∫
d3k

(2π)3

k2

(k2 +m2)2

×
∫ ∞
k/(2mχ)

dvkp1(vk)Im

(
−1

εL(ωk,vk , k)

)
(6)

Since dωk,v = kdvk, this is equal to

Γ =
2g2
χg

2
e

e2

∫
d3k

(2π)3

k

(k2 +m2)2

×
∫ ∞

0

dωp1(vk(ω))Im

(
−1

εL(ω, k)

)
. (7)

Now, we can use the sum-rule bound from Eq. (4), which
implies that∫ ∞

0

dω

ω
ωp1(vk(ω))Im

(
−1

εL(ω, k)

)
≤ π

2

(
1− 1

εL(0, k)

)
max
ω

(ωp1(vk(ω))) (8)

Consequently, if we write g0(k) ≡ 1− ε−1
L (0, k), then

Γ ≤
πg2

χg
2
e

e2

∫
d3k

(2π)3

k

(k2 +m2)2
g0(k) max

ω
(ωp1(vk(ω)))

=
g2
χg

2
e

2πe2

∫
dk

k3

(k2 +m2)2
g0(k) max

ω
(ωp1(vk(ω))) (9)

(where the g0(k) in the second line is angle-averaged). We
can use an explicit form for p1 to evaluate this expression.
For an isotropic velocity distribution at a single speed
vχ, i.e. p(v) ∝ δ(|v| − vχ), we have p1(vk) = 1

2vχ
1|vk|≤vχ ,

and so maxω(ωp1(vk(ω))) = k
2 −

k2

4mχvχ
for k ≤ 2mχvχ.

Consequently, if we have an upper bound g0 for g0(k),
then for a massless mediator (m = 0),

Γ ≤
g2
χg

2
eg0

2πe2

∫ 2mχvχ

0

dk

k

(
k

2
− k2

4mχvχ

)
=
g2
χg

2
eg0

4πe2
mχvχ

(10)
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(if we have an explicit form for g0(k), we can use this
instead). In the opposite limit, for a heavy mediator,
m� 2mχvχ,

Γ ≤
g2
χg

2
eg0

2πe2

∫ 2mχvχ

0

dk
k3

m4

(
k

2
− k2

4mχvχ

)
=
g2
χg

2
eg0

4πe2

16

15
mχvχ

(mχvχ
m

)4

(11)

These results for a single-speed distribution can be di-
rectly applied to scattering inside a deep gravitational
well, e.g. inside stars [45], where the DM velocity is close
to the escape velocity. Bounds for more complicated ve-
locity distributions can most simply be obtained by aver-
aging over the single-speed bounds. However, this is not
necessarily optimal; by using Eq. (9) with a specific p1

directly, we can generally obtain tighter bounds. For ex-
ample, using the truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity
distribution from Appendix B gives

Γ ≤ Γopt ≡ 0.68×
g2
χg

2
eg0

4πe2
mχv0 (12)

for a massless mediator, where v0 ' 230 km s−1 is the
characteristic halo velocity scale (the escape velocity
vesc ' 600 km s−1 affects the 0.68 coefficient, though only
weakly), and

Γ ≤ 9.1×
g2
χg

2
eg0

4πe2
mχv0

(mχv0

m

)4

(13)

for a heavy mediator.
We can gain some more insight into the expression in

Eq. (7) by separating it into integrals over momentum
and solid angle,

Γ '
2g2
χg

2
e

e2

∫
dk

∫
dω

ω

I(ω,k)︷ ︸︸ ︷[
k3ω

(k2 +m2)2
p1(vk(ω))

]
×
∫

dΩk
(2π)3

Im

(
−1

εL(ω, k)

)
(14)

Figure 1 plots the integrand term I(ω, k) for a massless
mediator (m = 0), and p1 corresponding to the truncated
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution from Appendix B (this
will be our default p1 going forwards). For each k, the
integral is maximized by taking Im(−ε−1

L ) to be a delta
function at the ω which maximizes I(ω, k); as expected,
this is ω ' kv0 for k . mχv0.

One important feature is that, even for a massless me-
diator, obtaining Γ of order the limit in Eq. (12) requires
that most of the contribution to Eq. (14) comes from
k ∼ mχv0, ω ∼ mχv

2
0 (assuming that g0(k) is order-1

throughout). Conversely, if we scatter entirely into ex-
citations with energy below some threshold ωs, where

ωs � mχv
2
0 , then from Eq. (9), Γ

Γopt
. ωs

mχv20
.3 This illus-

trates that, while schemes with very low energy detection

3 This might naively seem surprising, since e.g. the Coulomb scat-

thresholds (such as [46, 47]) are important for detecting
low-velocity particles, they do not offer a volumetric en-
hancement for detecting virialized DM.

Another feature to note is that, while attaining these
bounds requires that Im(−ε−1

L ) is concentrated at an

optimum ω for each ~k, as illustrated in Figure 1, tak-
ing it to be concentrated at a k-independent value ω0

can be O(1) optimal. Numerically, we maximize the
rate (for constant g0) by taking ω0 ' 0.55mχv

2
0 , which

gives Γ ' 0.48× g2χg
2
eg0

4πe2 mχv0, compared to the bound in
Eq. (12) which allowed the ω value to change with k.

III. MATERIAL PROJECTIONS

A wide range of papers have investigated the DM-
electron scattering rates in different materials. By com-
paring these to the bounds derived in the previous sec-
tion, we can sanity-check such calculations, as well as
identifying where significant improvements might be pos-
sible.

Figure 2 compares a number of projections for different
materials, in the case of a light mediator coupling to EM
charge,4 to the bound on the per-volume scattering rate
from Eq. (12). As discussed in Section II B, for sensitiv-
ity to DM masses ∼ m0, a material with response func-
tion concentrated around frequencies ∼ m0v

2
0 is almost

as good as one with an optimal response function. At fre-
quencies ∼ 10−100 meV, polar materials can support op-
tical phonon excitations, which can have

∫
dω
ω Im(−ε−1

L )
up to ∼ 0.3 over the relevant frequency range [48] (at
small k). Approximate energy-loss-function-based calcu-
lations of the DM scattering rate in such materials [49],
as well as density functional theory calculations [16, 50],
indicate that they are promising candidates for DM de-
tection [16, 50–52]. The SiO2 curves in Figure 2 illustrate
that, at DM masses in the ∼ 0.1−1 MeV range, the scat-
tering rate into optical phonons can be within an order
of magnitude of the sum rule bound.5

Other materials proposed for DM scattering experi-
ments, such as aluminium or semiconductors, have re-
sponse functions with most of their support at energies
& 10 eV [24, 25, 49], for low k. This means that their

tering rate in a plasma in usually dominated by soft scatterings.
However, if we are in this regime, then we can increase the scat-
tering rate by increasing the electron density — this starts hav-
ing diminishing returns once the screening scale becomes small
enough, which corresponds to when soft scatterings stop domi-
nating the rate.

4 this can be either a light dark photon mediator, or simply the
SM photon itself (in the case of millicharged DM).

5 The SiO2 projection in the current version (arXiv v2) of [16]
corresponds to rates higher than the sum rule bound for mχ ∼
few × 10−2 MeV, due to a bug in the density functional theory
calculation [53], illustrating the usefulness of the sum rule bounds
as a sanity check. The projections in [50] and Figure 2 [53] have
been updated to correct this.
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FIG. 1. Left panel: Integrand I(ω, k) = ω
k
p1

(
ω
k

+ k
2mχ

)
in Eq. (14) for the DM scattering rate (with a massless mediator),

taking p1 for the truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution from Appendix B. Here, mχ corresponds to the DM mass,
and v0 = 230 km s−1 to the characteristic velocity dispersion in the DM halo. The solid red line shows the location of the
integrand’s maximum for fixed k, while the dashed red line corresponds to the ω0 such that the integral with ω(k) = ω0 constant
is largest. Right panel: as per left panel, but with logarithmic ω axis; the integral in Eq. (14) is with respect to dω

ω
, for the

given integrand.

scattering rates are some way from the theoretical op-
timum, at all DM masses. For DM masses . 20 MeV,
the response function is concentrated at overly high fre-
quencies, while for higher DM masses, the associated mo-
mentum transfers are & 10 keV, which is large enough
that Im ε−1

L (ω, k) is significantly reduced. This is illus-
trated in Figure 2, which shows that the scattering rates
in aluminium and silicon are always at least two orders
of magnitude smaller than the volumetric optimum.6

The sum-rule rate in Figure 2 was obtained by setting
g0 = 1 in Eq. (12). This may not be precisely correct,
since as discussed below Eq. (4), g0(k) ≡ 1 − ε−1

L (0, k)
may be > 1 for large enough k. However, while we do
not have full ε−1

L (0, k) calculations or measurements for

these materials, it does not seem likely that ε−1
L (0, k) be-

comes large and negative — for example, the values for
aluminium presented in [44] reach a minimum value of
ε−1
L (0, k) ' −0.2 at k around half of the reciprocal lat-

tice vector. Also, as mentioned above, ε−1
L (0, k) should

be non-negative for small enough k, so for k smaller than
inverse lattice scales, g0 ' 1 should be a good approxi-
mation. Overall, given that we are using Eq. (12) as a

6 Some earlier projections for superconducting materials, such as
those in [20], did not take into account ‘screening’ effects — ef-
fectively, the 1/|ε|2 term in Im(−1/ε) = − Im(ε)/|ε|2 — resulting
in rates exceeding the sum rule bounds. What was not widely
appreciated until recently [54] is that this ‘screening’ suppression
also applies for a scalar mediator, as well as vector mediators.
An advantage of the energy loss function formalism [24–26] is
that it makes this physics transparent.

parametric bound, we do not expect taking g0 = 1 to be
a problem.7

From Figure 1, we can see that, to have sensitivity to
a wide range of DM masses, a material’s response func-
tion should be concentrated around ω ' kv0. While this
brings to mind the linear dispersion relations that can re-
alised in e.g. Dirac materials (which have been proposed
as targets for DM scattering [13, 19, 21, 56]), explicit
models for the permittivity in these materials, such as
those given in [13, 24], do not have Im(−εL(ω, k)−1) con-
centrated in this way.8

Materials with good response function support in the
∼ eV range may be useful for probing ∼ MeV mass
DM. Possible examples include transparent conducting
oxides [57], or non-elemental superconductors [58]. We
are not aware of proper measurements of the frequency-
and momentum-dependent loss function for such materi-
als, so cannot make reliable projections. However, low-
momentum measurements suggest that they may have
good scattering rates. Whether excitations deposited in
such materials can be reliably detected is, of course, a
separate but important question.

7 An interesting question is whether there are practical materi-
als for which ε−1

L (0, k) is large and negative at relevant k, so
that g0(k) � 1, and the DM scattering rate is enhanced. [44]
gives the example of molten salt, which is predicted to have
ε−1
L (0, k) ' −20 for ka ∼ few, where a is the inter-atomic dis-

tance [55] (though such high-temperature systems are unlikely
to be useful for DM detection).

8 The rate projections for the zero-gap model in [13] seem to be
unphysically high.
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Bulk materials with good response function support
at very low frequencies, . 50 meV, are hard to achieve.
However, heterostructures — structured combinations of
different materials — can have different behaviour. Tak-
ing an extreme case, conducting cavities at∼metre scales
allow the low-k response function to be concentrated at
∼ GHz frequencies. For DM scattering, we are interested
in the response function for k ∼ 103ω (as illustrated in
Figure 1), so we need spatial structure at or below the
scale k−1. As we demonstrate below, straightforward
combinations of conductors and insulators could allow
for tailored response functions, concentrated at frequen-
cies well below those for the bulk materials themselves.

0.01 0.10 1 10 100 1000

1

10

100

1000

104

105

mχ/MeV

Γ
op
t/
Γ

����

�� ��

FIG. 2. Comparison of projections for DM scattering rates
(via a light dark photon mediator) to the theoretical bound
from Eq. (12) (taking g0 = 1). The Al and Si curves cor-
respond to the projections for electronic excitations in alu-
minium and silicon from [25] (see also [24]), using approxima-
tions to the energy loss function (the Al curve corresponds
to an energy threshold ωmin = 10 meV, while the Silicon
curve corresponds to excitations above the bandgap). These
illustrate that the scattering rates are significantly below the
theoretical optimum, especially for DM masses � MeV or
� MeV. The solid SiO2 curve corresponds to an updated [53]
density functional theory projection from [16] for phonons
in quartz, and the dashed curve to an energy loss function
calculation from [49], illustrating that scattering into opti-
cal phonons can approach the sum rule limit more closely at
suitable DM masses.

IV. CONDUCTING LAYERS

One of the simplest examples of a metal-dielectric het-
erostructure is a alternating array of planar layers, as
illustrated in Figure 3. In response to a charge den-
sity perturbation with long wavelength (compared to the
layer separation), and wavevector parallel to the planes,
the effective carrier density should roughly be given by
the metal’s carrier density, multiplied by the volumet-
ric filling fraction of the metal layers. Consequently, the
effective plasma frequency should be decreased from its
bulk value, according to the (square root of the) filling

FIG. 3. Diagram of a layered heterostructure, consisting of
conductive layers of thickness d and permittivity ε1, placed
with spacing L in a dielectric medium of permittivity ε2.

factor. Thus, even if the metal’s bulk plasma frequency
is significantly larger than the DM kinetic energy scale, it
may be possible to increase the scattering rate by choos-
ing the layer thicknesses and spacings appropriately.

To analyse the response quantitatively, we will assume
that we are interested in non-relativistic scatterings with
k � ω, so that magnetic fields are unimportant, and the
dynamics are effectively electrostatic. For simplicity, we
will take the dielectric function in each uniform medium
to be isotropic and k-independent, so we want to solve
∇2φ = −ρf/εi(ω), where ρf = ρ0e

−i(ωt−k·x) as in Sec-
tion II A, and εi is the dielectric function for the medium.
At the medium boundaries, we need ε1n̂·∇φ1 = ε2n̂·∇φ2,
where n̂ is the normal to the boundary, and φ1,2 are the
solutions on each side.

Figure 3 illustrates the geometry of our setup. Tak-
ing the layers to be normal to the x direction, we can,
without loss of generality, write k = kxx̂ + kz ẑ. Writing
φ(x, z, t) = ψ(x)e−i(ωt−kxx−kzz), we want to solve for ψ.
Once we have this, we can use it to compute the electric
field, from which we can derive the effective longitudinal
response function,

k̂ · E = ε−1
eff,kk

ρf
ik

= ε−1
L

ρf
ik

(15)

The general expression for ε−1
L is rather complicated.

However, in the d/L � 1 limit, where d is the width
of the ε1 layers and L − d the width of the ε2 layers, it
has the simple form

ε−1
L (ω, k) '

(1− d
L )ε1 + d

Lε2

ε1ε2 + (1− d
L ) dL (ε1 − ε2)2 k

2
z

k2

(16)

(where ε1 and ε2 are in general functions of ω and k).
For kz = 0, this is simply the volume-weighted sum of
ε−1
1 and ε−1

2 , as we would expect. However, for kz 6= 0,
the behaviour can be significantly different (if kx = 0,

we have ε−1
L =

(
d
Lε1 +

(
1− d

L

)
ε2
)−1

). In particular, the
response poles will be at different frequencies.

If we take the limit d/L� 1, then the denominator of

Eq. (16) vanishes when ε1 ' −ε2 k
2
z

k2
d
L , or ε1 ' −ε2 k

2

k2z

L
d .

For example, if we take a simple Drude model, ε1 ' 1−
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ω2
p/ω

2, then the latter equality occurs for ω2 ' 1
ε2

k2z
k2

d
Lω

2
p.

This corresponds to the expected result that the effective
plasma frequency (squared) is suppressed by the filling
fraction of the metal.

Consequently, compared to a bulk conductor, a het-
erostructure of conductor-dielectric layers will have its
energy loss function concentrated at lower frequencies,
so can have better sensitivity to low-mass dark mat-
ter. In Figure 4, we illustrate this with a toy exam-
ple, taking the bulk conductor to have a Drude-model

permittivity, ε(ω) = ε∞

(
1− ω2

p

ω(ω+iγ)

)
, where we take

ε∞ = 10, ωp = 0.5 eV, and γ = 0.1ωp (this is in rough
analogy to the optical response function for NbN [59]).
Taking the DM to couple through a massless (or suffi-
ciently low-mass) dark photon mediator, the dark red
curve shows the background-free sensitivity reach for a
(2 mm)3 bulk volume of this material with a one-year ex-
posure. The lighter red curve shows the sensitivity reach
for the same volume of a conductor-dielectric heterostruc-
ture, where we take the conductive layer thicknesses to
be d = 1 nm, and the dielectric (ε = 1) layer thicknesses
to be L − d = 4 nm. As expected, the layered material
has better sensitivity at small DM masses, compared to
an equivalent volume of the bulk conductor, and worse
sensitivity at larger DM masses.

Especially at high DM masses, our toy model calcula-
tion will not be realistic. For mχ & MeV, the character-
istic momentum scale is mχv0 & 770 eV = 2π

1.6 nm , which
is close enough to atomic lattice scales that the dielec-
tric function will have non-negligible momentum depen-
dence [25, 49]. However, for mχ . MeV, our calculations
illustrate the kind of behaviour expected.

Layered structures represent only one possible kind
of heterostructure. Other examples include conductor-
dielectric mixtures with random structures [60], or gran-
ular inclusions (such as granular aluminium [61], which is
superconducting for small enough grain separations). We
leave investigation of such possibilities to future work.

V. THIN CONDUCTING FILMS

Volume-filling heterostructures, such as the layered
materials considered in the previous subsection, may
be an interesting option for DM scattering experiments.
However, whether such materials can be constructed, and
whether excitations deposited in them can be detected,
are topics for future research. Nevertheless, similar cal-
culations apply to a more concrete prospect — detection
of DM scattering in superconducting thin-film detectors
themselves.

Detectors for low-energy-threshold excitations, such as
TESs, MKIDs, and SNSPDs, often taken the form of
thin, superconducting layers. In [20], DM scattering in
SNSPDs was considered, but their scattering rate was
based on bulk scattering rate in the conductive material.
Here, we point out that, for momentum transfers smaller

0.01 0.10 1 10 100

10-40

10-37

10-34

mχ/MeV

σ
e/
cm

2
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������-��
����� �����
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FIG. 4. Plot of DM-electron scattering cross section sensitiv-
ity versus DM mass, assuming the DM couples through a low-
mass dark photon mediator. The gray shaded area shows the
existing constraints [62–65], while the yellow band shows the
parameters for which early-universe freeze-in [5] gives the cor-
rect DM abundance, assuming no pre-existing hidden sector
population. The red curves correspond to the background-
free sensitivity reach for a 1-year exposure with a (2 mm)3

target volume (the sensitivity reach is taken to be the cross
section that would result in 3 expected events during the ex-
posure). The dotted red curve corresponds to the theoretical
section limit from Eq. (12). The dark red curve corresponds
to a bulk material target, with Drude model permittivity as
described in Section IV. The lighter red curve corresponds to
a layered material, with d = 1 nm thick layers of this material,
alternating with L− d = 4 nm thick dielectric (ε = 1) layers.
As the plot shows, this has worse sensitivity at larger DM
masses, but better sensitivity at smaller masses. The blue
curve corresponds to the sensitivity reach (for a background-
free 1-year exposure) from a 3 nm layer of material with area
(3 cm)2, for the same Drude model permittivity (taking an en-
ergy threshold ωmin = 1 meV). The dashed blue curve shows
the sensitivity reach from an equivalent bulk volume of the
same material, showing how, at low DM masses, taking into
account the geometrical effects of the thin layer is very im-
portant.

than the inverse thickness scale of the film, the geomet-
rical structure of the substrate-film-air system needs to
be taken into account. Since typical film thickness are a
few nm, these effects are important for mχ . MeV.9

For simplicity, we first analyse the case of a single,
infinite layer with thickness d and permittivity ε, sur-
rounded by a medium of unit permittivity. Since the
thickness is finite, instead of the per-volume scattering
rate being set by Im(−ε−1

L ), the per-area scattering rate
is set by Im(R), where R is the appropriate response

9 For absorption of light bosonic DM, as opposed to DM scattering,
the typical momentum transfer is ∼ mDMv0, which is much less
than the energy transfer ∼ mDM. Consequently, for comparable
energy depositions, geometrical effects will be more important
for DM absorption; for example, the bulk-material-based calcu-
lations in [20] will be modified, as mentioned in [42].
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FIG. 5. Left panel: the solid curves show the thin-layer response function R from Eq. (19), taking a Drude model dielectric

function ε = 1− ω2
p

ω(ω+0.1iωp)
and kx = 0, for kzd values from 0.05 to 10. The black curve corresponds to the response function

for an equivalent volume of bulk material. The dashed curves corresponds to the response for the rectangular wire geometry
diagrammed in Figure 6, with w = 6d and h = 10d. Right panel: as per left panel, but taking kxd = 0.1.

function with dimensions of length. The time-averaged
power absorbed from a longitudinal free charge perturba-
tion Jf is 〈P 〉 = 〈

∫
dV E ·Jf 〉, where E is the electric field

response, and angle brackets denote time averaging. As-
suming that the response is effectively electrostatic, and
writing E = −∇φ = ((−ψ′ + ikxψ)x̂+ ikzψẑ)e

−i(ωt−k·x)

as above (taking the layer to be normal to the x direc-
tion), we have

〈P 〉 = −1

2

∫
dV

ω

k2
Re
[
ρ∗0(ik2ψ + kxψ

′)
]

(17)

≡ 1

2
A
ω

k2
|ρ0|2 Im(R) (18)

where A is the area we are considering. For comparison,
in a bulk material, we have P = 1

2V
ω
k2 |ρ0|2 Im(−ε−1

L ).
The general expression for R is somewhat complicated,

but if we consider an excitation with k ‖ ẑ, then

R =
1

kε

2− kd coth(kd/2) + ε(2ε− 4− kd)

coth(kd/2) + ε
(19)

The denominator vanishes when ε = − coth(kd/2). For
a simple Drude model, ε(ω) = 1− ω2

p/ω
2, so for kd� 1,

this corresponds to a resonant frequency of ω2 ' kd
2 ω

2
p.

Intuitively, the relevant filling fraction is the ratio of the
layer thickness to the scattering wavelength. There is also
a divergence at ε = 0, corresponding to the bulk material
resonance, but the contribution of this is suppressed for

kd� 1, since 2−kd coth(kd/2)
coth(kd/2) = − (kd)3

12 +O((kd)5). When

kd � 1, we have R ' −d/ε, so Im(R) = d Im(−ε−1), as
expected.

As well as moving the response to lower frequencies,
the kd � 1 regime can also increase the frequency-
integrated response. For example, suppose that we work
in an approximation where ε → ε∞ > 1 as ω → ∞.10

10 This will not be true in a strict physical sense, but can be a

Then, for a bulk material, we have
∫
dω
ω Im(−ε−1

L ) ≤
π
2 ε
−1
∞ (1 − ε−1

L (0, k)), so the frequency-averaged absorp-

tion is suppressed by ε−1
∞ . However, for the thin layer,

we have ∫ ∞
0

dω

ω
ImR(ω) ' π

2
k−1 (20)

for dk � 1. As well as being enhanced over the equivalent
volume of an ideal bulk material by 1/(dk), this is not
suppressed by ε−1

∞ (intuitively, this occurs because the
response is spread across a full wavelength around the
layer, most of which is in vacuum).

These features are illustrated in the left panel of Fig-
ure 5, which plots ImR(ω) for a simple Drude-model di-
electric function, at different k values. At large kd, the
response is almost the same as for a bulk material, while
for small kd, it is moved to lower frequencies and en-
hanced.

The above formulae applied to the kx = 0 case. If we
take the opposite limit, k ‖ x̂, then we just have the usual
bulk material response, R = −d/ε. For intermediate di-
rections, we interpolate between these two extremes, as
illustrated in the right-hand panel of Figure 5.

The geometric effects discussed above can have impor-
tant consequences for the scattering rate of low-mass DM.
As illustrated in Figure 5, the shift of the ImR(ω) distri-
bution to lower frequencies means that a thin layer can
have a larger total scattering rate for low-mass dark mat-
ter than a thicker layer, even if the latter has larger vol-
ume. In Figure 4, the blue curve corresponds the sensitiv-
ity reach for scattering from a 3 nm thick film with area

good approximation if e.g. there are some effectively-decoupled,
higher-frequency dynamics which contribute a background per-
mittivity ε∞. For example, the optical energy loss function for
SiO2 has features below ∼ 200 meV, corresponding to phonon
dynamics, but then most of the

∫
dω
ω

Im(−ε−1
L ) integral comes

from electronic excitations at ω & 10 eV [48].
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(3 cm)2, assuming a background-free exposure of 1 year.
We take the Drude-model permittivity from the previ-
ous subsection, and for extra realism, assume that the
layer is mounted on a dielectric substrate with permit-
tivity ε = 11 (corresponding to that of silica). The dotted
blue curve corresponds to the sensitivity for the equiv-
alent bulk volume of conductor. For large DM masses,
& MeV, the geometric effects are only O(1). However,
for smaller masses, they can increase the scattering rate
by orders of magnitude.

It should be emphasised that the calculations pre-
sented here apply to toy models. To calculate limits or
sensitivity projections for actual devices, more realistic
models of the materials’ dielectric functions would be re-
quired — ideally, derived from actual measurements of
such devices.11 Similarly, the detectability of excitations
absorbed in this way would need to be quantified. [42],
which appeared on arXiv simultaneously with this paper,
uses techniques from this paper, and data from the tung-
sten silicide SNSPD used in the LAMPOST dark photon
DM detection experiment [67] to estimate limits on dark
matter scattering with electrons, as well as making pro-
jections for future SNSPD experiments. They find that
the energy threshold for this SNSPD is too high for ge-
ometrical effects to be important in DM scattering, but
that these should be significant for future generations of
SNSPDs (for dark photon absorption within the SNSPD,
which [42] also estimates, geometric effects will be more
important, as per Footnote 9).

A. Lossy dielectrics

If a thin film is not surrounded by vacuum (e.g. it is
mounted on a substrate), then the surrounding dielectric
will have some imaginary part to its permittivity. If we
naively integrate over the entire spatial volume, this may
result in the absorbed power being dominated by the bulk
absorption in the dielectric.

Because of how thin-film detectors such as SNSPDs
operate, we are interested in the rate of scatterings
which deposit enough energy into the conductor, quickly
enough, to register as an excitation [68]. Depending on
the transport properties of energy deposited in the di-
electric material, this rate may actually be dominated by
bulk absorption in the dielectric. For example, this is the
design principle behind detectors based on exciting opti-
cal phonons in polar crystals [69, 70] — the idea is that
such excitations decay into non-thermal quasi-particles,
which then propagate until they are absorbed by a su-
perconducting detector.

To be conservative, we can restrict ourselves to ex-
citations where the energy is directly deposited in the

11 This is especially important since, for such thin layers, one might
expect the response function to differ quite significantly from that
of a bulk material, due to surface effects [66].

conductor itself. To do so, we can calculate the electric
potential response ψ, as per above, and calculate how
much energy is dissipated inside the conductor given this
response. If the dielectric within ∼ k−1 of the conductor
is not very lossy, then this will be dominated by the con-
ductor, giving a result analogous the lossless-dielectric
case considered above. These considerations will also ap-
ply to the absorption of light bosonic DM, mentioned in
footnote 6.

B. Non-uniform geometries

The calculations above assumed an infinite, uniform
conductive plane. This can be a good approximation
when the inverse momentum transfer is much smaller
than geometric features other than the thickness of the
film. However, some types of thin film detectors have
transverse structure on small scales. For examples,
SNSPDs [39, 71, 72] use a wire meander with small width
(10s to 100s of nm), as illustrated in Figure 6, so for mo-
mentum transfers . 0.1 keV, we might expect this struc-
ture to have some effects on scattering rates.

To estimate these effects, we can solve for the 2D elec-
trostatic response across the wire’s cross-section (the me-
ander length is generally long enough that end effects
are unimportant). Similarly to the 1D case, we want
to solve the Poisson equation, ∇ · (ε∇φ) = −ρ, with
φ(x, y, z, t) = ψ(x, y)e−i(ωt−k·x). Since doing this ana-
lytically is somewhat difficult for general geometries, we
can instead discretise it on a 2D grid, and solve the re-
sulting system of equations numerically to obtain ψ.

The simplest way to do this is to impose periodic
boundary conditions, which means that we are effectively
solving for the response of a series of equally-spaced,
infinitely-long wires. The corresponding two-dimensional
cross-section is shown in the lower panel of Figure 6, and
some example numerical solutions for ψ(x, y) are shown
in Figure 7. The latter illustrate that, for k & d−1, the
response is dominantly contained within the conductor,
while for k � d−1, the response extends over a range
∼ 1/k, and approximates that from a uniform layer. The
dashed curves in Figure 5 compare the numerical scat-
tering rates derived from these ψ solutions to the an-
alytic rates for an equivalent uniform film, illustrating
that these match well at k � d−1, while being volumet-
rically suppressed at larger k.

VI. ANISOTROPIC VELOCITY
DISTRIBUTIONS

In our calculations so far, we have adopted the ap-
proximation of an isotropic DM velocity distribution.
However, it is expected that, due to the velocity of the
Earth with respect to the Galactic frame, the DM ve-
locity distribution in the laboratory will be significantly
anisotropic (c.f. Appendix B).
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FIG. 6. Top: schematic of an superconducting nanowire
single-photon detector (SNSPD) consisting of a superconduct-
ing wire meander (red) deposited on an electrically insulat-
ing substrate (blue). Bottom: two-dimensional cross section
(fixed z) of the SNSPD.

Since the direction of this anisotropy in the lab frame
will vary over each day as the Earth rotates, a detector for
which the scattering rate depends on the direction of the
incoming DM will see a daily modulation in scattering
rate. The conductor-dielectric heterostructures we have
been considering do have anisotropic structures, so even
in the approximation where the individual materials have
isotropic response functions, the overall scattering rate
will still depend on the DM direction.

For the truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution de-
scribed in Appendix B, and considering a thin-film de-
tector with the parameters given in Section V, Figure 8
shows the ratio of the DM scattering rates for the extreme
cases of the velocity offset being parallel and perpendicu-
lar to the film (other directions give intermediate rates).
For a light mediator, the effect on the overall scattering
rate is . 10%. Roughly speaking, this is because the
phase space volume of mostly-parallel momentum trans-
fers (which maximize collective effects) is larger for paral-
lel DM velocities, but sits at smaller k for perpendicular
DM velocities. Since small-k scatterings are enhanced
for a light mediator, these effects partially cancel out,
reducing the difference between perpendicular and par-
allel DM velocities. For heavy mediators, the ratio can
be & 25%.

More complicated geometries, which modify the k-
dependence of the structure’s response, can also enhance
the ratio between scattering rates for different DM direc-
tions. For example, in the ‘SNSPD’ geometry considered
in Section V B, the wire width w provides an additional
scale. Numerical calculations, of the kind illustrated in
Figure 7, indicate that this could significantly increase
the directional dependence (integrating over the full ve-
locity distribution to obtain the analogue of Figure 8
would be possible, but computationally expensive — we
leave detailed investigations to future work).

It should be emphasised that the specific calculations

described above assume that the conductor and dielec-
tric materials both have isotropic and k-independent ε.
For large enough frequencies and momentum transfers,
this will be a poor approximation. In addition, for thin
enough layers, edge effects may become important, even
for materials with fairly isotropic bulk permittivities,
complicating matters still further. As a result, Figure 8
should not be taken as a realistic prediction of daily mod-
ulation amplitudes. However, it does illustrate that the
geometrical properties of heterostructures can lead to sig-
nificant directional dependence, even in situations where
the bulk material properties would not do so. This could
help to distinguish a dark matter signal from laboratory
backgrounds.

As well as daily modulation due to the rotation of
the Earth, there is also an annual effect caused by the
Earth’s changing velocity around the Sun. This leads to
the Earth’s velocity relative to the Galactic frame chang-
ing by ∼ 60 km s−1 over the course of the year, with the
RMS DM speed varying by ∼ 3%. For a light mediator,
this generally leads to small (percent-level) differences in
the scattering rate, with larger (O(10%)) differences for
a heavy mediator.

VII. OTHER MEDIATORS

As mentioned above, the Im(−ε−1
L ) prescription, and

the associated sum rules, apply in the case of a mediator
that couples to EM charge. For mediators with different
SM couplings, we need to consider the in-medium self-
energy of that mediator, rather than the SM photon, as
outlined in Appendix A.

In many circumstances, for light DM with a mediator
that is not nucleophilic, the material’s response is dom-
inated by the more mobile electrons, and the Im(−ε−1

L )
formulae give approximately the right results. This is
true for most excitations at frequencies & eV. However,
for excitations in which nuclei play a significant part,
such as phonons, this will no longer be the case. In par-
ticular, scattering into such excitations can violate the
sum rule bounds, and allow larger rates than those for a
dark photon mediator.

As an example, we can consider DM scattering via a
scalar mediator which couples to electrons, but not to nu-
cleons. For momentum transfers small enough compared
to the material’s inverse lattice scale, the mediator’s ef-
fect will correspond to a coherent forcing, and we can ex-
cite acoustic phonons, rather than just optical phonons.
If the material’s sound speed is large enough, then the
enhancement due to the coherent coupling to acoustic
phonons can be greater than the suppression due to the
velocity mismatch between acoustic phonons and typi-
cal DM velocities. Consequently, acoustic phonons can
dominate the scattering rate.

This case was analysed in [18, 70]; in particular, [18]
performed a density functional theory calculation for the
scattering rate in GaAs, plotted in Figure 9. While this
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FIG. 7. Numerical solution for the response function ψ(x, y), discussed in Sec. V B for a periodic array of rectangular cross-
section wires (depicted by red rectangles) and kzd = 1 (left panel), kzd = 10 (right panel), where d is the wire thickness.
Orange corresponds to higher magnitudes for ψ, and blue to smaller magnitudes (color bars are in arbitrary units).
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FIG. 8. Ratio of velocity-averaged scattering rates for a
thin film (with properties as in Figure 4), given a truncated
Maxwell-Boltzmann DM velocity distribution (Appendix B),
where Γ‖ corresponds to the average DM velocity being par-
allel to the film, versus perpendicular to the film for Γ⊥ (we
take an energy threshold ωmin = 1 meV). The blue curve as-
sumes a light mediator, with mass much smaller than relevant
momentum transfer scales, while the orange curve assumes a
heavy mediator, with mass much larger than relevant momen-
tum transfer scales.

calculation did not take into account screening, the scat-
tering rate was dominated by acoustic phonons at small
DM masses, for which screening should not be an im-
portant effect. As Figure 9 shows, the scattering rate
is orders of magnitude below the sum rule limit for a
mediator coupling to charge, illustrating how these lim-
its do not apply for other types of coupling. To obtain
other examples, we can translate the scattering rates for
a nucleophilic scalar mediator calculated in [16]; at small
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FIG. 9. Plot of sensitivity estimates for a kg-year background-
free exposure (i.e. the cross section corresponding to 3 ex-
pected events), for different mediator couplings (taking an
energy threshold ωmin = 1 meV). The red curve shows the cal-
culation for GaAs with a leptophilic scalar mediator from [18]
(the higher-DM-mass part of this curve is shown dashed, since
neglected effects such as screening should be least important
at small DM masses, where acoustic phonons dominate the
rate). The blue curve shows the estimated rate for scattering
in diamond via a leptophilic mediator, based on the nucle-
ophilic mediator result from [16]. The green curve shows an
updated [53] density functional theory projection from [16] for
phonons in SiO2, assuming a light mediator coupling to EM
charge. The orange dotted lines shows the optimum sensitiv-
ity for a mediator coupling to charge (the upper line corre-
sponds to the density of GaAs, the middle line to the density
of diamond, and the lower line to the density of SiO2).

enough momentum transfers, the coupling of a leptophilic
mediator to acoustic phonons can be related to that of a
nucleophilic mediator by comparing the nucleon density
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to the electron density. Figure 9 shows this translation
for the diamond calculation from [16], illustrating how
diamond’s faster sound speed results in larger scattering
rates for small DM masses.

Even for a scalar mediator with equal and opposite
couplings to electrons and protons, the different veloc-
ities of electrons and protons in materials will mean
that it has some non-zero coupling to neutral bulk mat-
ter. Consequently, it can couple coherently to acoustic
phonons. Given that un-suppressed couplings to acoustic
phonons can result in very large scattering rates (c.f. Fig-
ure 9), we might wonder whether corrections suppressed
by the SM fermion velocities could dominate the scatter-
ing rate at low DM masses, even for a scalar mediator
coupling to charge. To estimate this, we can note that
f̄γ0f ' (1 +v2/2)f̄f for a non-relativistic fermion. Typ-
ical inner-shell electron velocites are ∼ Zα, while proton
velocities in nuclei are O(0.1). As a result, we expect
typical deviations from bulk neutrality at the O(10−2)
level, with the consequence that scattering into acous-
tic phonons may well be important for low-mass DM.
Of course, it is difficult for DM models with a non-
nucleophilic scalar mediator to account for all of dark
matter without running into other constraints [23], and
for a small enough dark matter sub-component, even the
scattering rates possible with a leptophilic mediator are
somewhat hard to probe experimentally [18], given exist-
ing bounds. Consequently, models where the scattering
rate is further suppressed, such as a scalar mediator cou-
pling to charge, would be even harder to see.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have discussed two main topics;
how electromagnetic sum rules place bounds on the DM-
electron scattering rate in materials, and how conductor-
dielectric heterostructures can increase the scattering
rate of low-mass DM, relative to bulk conductors.

To detect DM, there must be a high enough DM-target
scattering rate, and we must be able to detect scatter-
ings that occur. In most of this paper, we have focussed
on the first requirement, but the second is also crucial.
The very simplest way to ensure detection is for scat-
terings to deposit energy in the detector material itself.
We have pointed out that, for thin-film superconducting
detectors, which are one of the most promising routes to-
wards low energy thresholds, geometric effects analogous
to those for periodic metal-dielectric heterostructures can
have a significant impact on the scattering rate for low-
mass DM.

To achieve sensitivity to smaller DM couplings,
volume-filling targets will be required, and further work
would be needed to establish whether heterostructures
could be practically useful. In particular, whether suit-
able materials could be manufactured, and whether ex-
citations deposited in such materials could be reliably
detected, are not obvious.

As mentioned in footnote 7, an interesting question is
whether materials with large and negative (inverse) static
dielectric function ε−1

L (0, k), which have larger frequency-
integrated energy loss functions, could be useful for DM
detection. The most obvious examples of such systems,
such as materials near the threshold of crystallisation,
are high-temperature systems that are not suitable for
detecting small energy depositions. We leave the investi-
gation of possible alternatives to future work.

Beyond applications to DM detection experiments in
the laboratory, our sum rule analyses may also point to
other areas in which DM-SM scattering rate calculations
need revision. For example, many papers have attempted
to calculate the scattering rate for DM passing through
the dense interiors of neutron stars or white dwarfs (see
[73–75] and references therein). However, while such cal-
culations included Pauli blocking, they did not include
in-medium effects such as screening. For appropriate me-
diators, and sufficiently light DM, these may significantly
affect the scattering rate. As an example, if we consider
a heavy dark photon mediator, then the appropriate sum
rule limit for the DM scattering rate is significantly lower
than both the electron and nucleon scattering rates given
in [75] for a white dwarf core, for dark matter masses
. MeV. These topics are explored in [45].
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Appendix A: DM scattering rate formulae

In this appendix, we will give a condensed derivation
of the DM scattering rate formula in Eq. (2), explaining
the approximations being made.

1. Vector mediator

For concreteness, we will start by considering the case
of a DM fermion χ, interacting with a vector mediator
Xµ, with coupling gχXµχ̄γ

µχ.
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To evaluate the interaction rate of a DM fermion trav-
elling through a medium, we can compute the fermion’s
in-medium self-energy. At leading order in gχ, this is
given by the imaginary part of the following diagram

χ

X X

P P −Q P

χ

where the dashed circle represents the SM medium ef-
fects. In the notation of [76], the cut self-energy is

Σ>(P ) = g2
χ

∫
d4Q

(2π)4
γµS>F0 (P −Q)γνD>

µν(Q) (A1)

where S>F0 is the cut propagator for χ (in vacuum, since
we assume that χ is weakly coupled and its density is
low), and D>

µν is the in-medium cut propagator for the

mediator. Using the S>F0 expression for a Dirac fermion,
this is.

Σ>(P ) = g2
χ

∫
d4Q

(2π)4
2πδ((P −Q)2 −m2

χ)

× θ((P −Q)0)γµ(/P − /Q+mχ)γνD>
µν(Q) (A2)

Writing P = (E, p), the fermion’s interaction rate is given
by [76]

Γ =
1

4E
tr
[
(/P +mχ)Σ>(P )

]
(A3)

Evaluating the Dirac trace, we have

tr
[
(/P +mχ)γµ(/P − /Q+mχ)γν

]
=

4 (P ·Qηµν + Pµ(P −Q)ν + P ν(P −Q)µ) (A4)

Assuming that the mediator couples weakly to the SM
medium, the dominant contribution to Σ> comes from
having only SM states in the shaded circle. In this
case, we have (to leading order in the SM-mediator cou-
pling) [76]

D>
µν(Q) = D>F

µν (Q)− (A5)

2

(Q2 −m2
X)2

sgn(q0)(1 + f(q0)) Im Πµν(Q)

where Q = (q0, q), D
>F
µν (Q) is the free cut propagator,

f(E) ≡ (eE/T − 1)−1 is the bosonic thermal occupa-
tion number for the temperature T of the medium, and
Πµν(Q) is the mediator’s in-medium self-energy. The real
part of Πµν does not contribute, since the integral for Σ>

only receives contributions from Q2 < 0, where the me-
diator is always off-shell. Going forwards, we will assume
that the temperature of our medium is negligible, so we
can neglect the f(q0) term.

Using the fact that QµΠµν(Q) = 0 (which holds if the
current we couple to is conserved), we can write

Γ =
2g2
χ

E

∫
d3q

(2π)3

1

2E′
1

(Q2 −m2
X)2
×

(− Im Πµν(Q))

(
Q2

2
ηµν + 2PµP ν

)
(A6)

where Qµ = (q0, q) is such that P −Q is on-shell. Here,
since we are assuming negligible medium temperature,
we integrate over q such that q0 ≥ 0 (as upscattering
cannot occur).

So far, our calculation has been fully relativistic. If the
incoming DM is non-relativistic in the rest frame of the
medium, so P ' mχ(1 + v2

χ/2, vχ), then the only part of

the Q2

2 η
µν + 2PµP ν term in Eq. (A6) that is not sup-

pressed for vχ � 1 is the 00 component, which is ' 2m2
χ.

This picks out the longitudinal part ΠL of Πµν , since

Π00 = q2

Q2 ΠL (note that our convention differs from that

of [76], which takes ΠL = Π00). As we will show below
(in Section A 1 a), considering only the Im Π00 term gives
the leading contribution for vχ � 1, with

Γ ' 2g2
χ

∫
d3q

(2π)3

1

(q2 +m2
X)2

(− Im ΠL(q0, q)) (A7)

since q0 � q.
Specialising to a dark photon mediator with kinetic

mixing κ, we have

Im Πµν(Q) = κ2Q4 Im(−iDµν(Q)) (A8)

where Dµν is the in-medium propagator for the SM pho-
ton, in Lorenz gauge (for more details, see Appendix
D of [45]). The longitudinal dielectric function is re-
lated to the longitudinal part DL (defined via Dµν =
−iDLP

L
µν + . . . , where PLµν is the longitudinal projector)

as ε−1
L (Q) = −Q2DL(Q) [77], so we can write the DM

scattering rate as

Γ ' 2g2
χκ

2

∫
d3q

(2π)3

q2

(q2 +m2
X)2

Im

(
−1

εL(ωq, q)

)
(A9)

where ωq puts the DM particle on-shell, in agreement
with Eq. (2).

a. Sub-leading contributions

In the Q2

2 η
µν + 2PµP ν expression, terms other than

the 00 component are suppressed by powers of vχ � 1.
However, if Im Πµν(Q) could be much larger for these
other components, then they could still be important.
For example, we might worry that, since the exchange of
a transverse photon is unscreened for small q0, whereas
longitudinal exchange is screened [76], transverse contri-
butions might become important. However, for the case
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of a dark photon mediator, Dµν obeys additional sum
rules which mean that the velocity-averaged scattering
rate is dominated by the longitudinal-exchange expres-
sion in Eq. (A7) above, as we show here.

If Jµ = J
(0)
µ eiQ·x is a charge density perturbation with

wavevector Qµ, then the medium’s EM field response is
given by Aµ = −iDR

µν(Q)Jν , where DR
µν is the retarded

in-medium propagator for the photon. Consequently,
writing Rµν ≡ iDR

µν , the time-averaged power extracted
from the charge perturbation is set by iq0J

∗
µA

µ + h.c. =
q0(Jµ)∗Jν ImRµν . If the medium is in its ground state,
then this power should be positive for any perturbing cur-
rent — that is, the medium should absorb energy from
the perturbation, rather than emitting energy. Current
conservation ∂µJ

µ = 0 implies that QµJ
µ = 0, so for

any vector εµ perpendicular to Qµ, we should have that
(εµ)∗εν ImRµν ≥ 0.

At high enough frequencies, corresponding to
timescales much faster than the response times of the
system’s matter, the response function should be almost
equal to that in vacuum. If we fix the spatial vector q,
then for the spatial directions transverse to q, the re-

sponse function at large q0 will be Rij ' − δijq20 . Conse-

quently, the Kramers-Kronig relations give

Rij(0, q) =
2

π

∫ ∞
0

dq0

q0
ImRij(q0, q) (A10)

This equation is not immediately useful as a sum rule,
since the integrand may not always be non-negative.
However, if we take q = (0, 0, q) (without loss of
generality), then ImR11 and ImR22 correspond to
(εµ)∗εν ImRµν for a spatial vector εµ which is perpen-
dicular to Qµ for all q0, so are always positive. Conse-
quently, we have

R11(0, q) =
2

π

∫ ∞
0

dq0

q0
ImR11(q0, q) (A11)

where the integrand is always positive, and similarly for
R22, giving us sum rules for the transverse components
of the propagator.

If we are interested in the vχ-averaged scattering rate,
for an isotropic vχ distribution, then the appropriate in-
tegrand arising from Eq. (A6) is〈

Q2

2
ηµν ImRµν + 2P 2

0 ImR00

− 4P0P3 ImR03 + 2P 2
3 ImR33

+ 2P 2
1 ImR11 + 2P 2

2 ImR22

〉
(A12)

where the angle brackets denote averaging over vχ.
The contributions from the ImR11, ImR22 terms can
be bounded using the sum rule from Eq. (A11). The
ImR03, ImR33 terms can be related to ε−1

L , so can be
bounded using the sum rule from Eq. (4). Doing so, we

find that all of the other terms have vχ-suppressed con-
tributions compared to 2P 2

0 ImR00, which gives rise to
Eq. (A9).

If we are interested in the vχ-averaged scattering rate,
for an isotropic vχ distribution, then the appropriate in-
tegrand arising from Eq. (A6) is〈

Q2

2
ηµν ImDµν + 2P 2

0 ImD00

− 4P0P3 ImD03 + 2P 2
3 ImD33

+ 2P 2
1 ImD11 + 2P 2

2 ImD22

〉
(A13)

where the angle brackets denote averaging over vχ (the
use of the retarded propagator does not make a difference
here). The contributions from the ImD11, ImD22 terms
can be bounded using the sum rule from Eq. (A11). The
ImD03, ImD33 terms can be related to ε−1

L , so can be
bounded using the sum rule from Eq. (4). Doing so,
we find that all of the other terms have vχ-suppressed
contributions compared to 2P 2

0 ImD00, which gives rise
to Eq. (A9).

2. Scalar mediator

For a scalar mediator φ, we have

Σ>(P ) = g2
χ

∫
d4Q

(2π)4
2πδ((P −Q)2 −m2

χ) (A14)

× θ((P −Q)0)(/P − /Q+mχ)D>(Q) (A15)

and

D>(Q) = D>F (Q)− (A16)

2

(Q2 −m2
φ)2

sgn(q0)(1 + f(q0)) Im Π(Q)

where Π(Q) is the mediator’s in-medium self-energy.
Evaluating the Dirac trace for the scattering rate,

tr
[
(/P +mχ)(/P − /Q+mχ)

]
= 4

(
2m2

χ − P ·Q
)

(A17)

For a non-relativistic P , this is the same, to leading or-
der, as the leading µ = ν = 0 component of the vector
mediator’s trace, so we have

Γ ' −2g2
χ

∫
d3q

(2π)3

1

(q2 +m2
φ)2

Im Π(q0, q) (A18)

If φ couples with opposite strength to electrons and pro-
tons, then to leading order in the velocities of the elec-
trons and protons, Im Π is the same as the Im ΠL expres-
sion for a vector mediator.
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We would obtain similar expressions if we considered
scalar DM. Compared to the non-relativistic calculations
in [24, 25], which were spin-agnostic by construction, our
calculations illustrate how to incorporate relativistic cor-
rections, as well as mediators with different couplings.

Appendix B: DM velocity distribution

The DM scattering rate in an experiment will depend
on the DM velocity distribution at Earth. While we
do not have precise measurements of this distribution, a
common model assumed in the direct detection literature
is the truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution [78, 79].
Writing v as the velocity relative to Earth, the DM ve-
locity distribution is taken to be

f(v) =
1

N0
e−(v+ve)

2/v20Θ(vesc − |v + ve|) (B1)

where

N0 = π3/2v2
0

[
v0erf

(
vesc

v0

)
− 2vesc√

π
exp

(
−v2

esc

v2
0

)]
(B2)

Standard values taken for these parameters are v0 '
230 km s−1, ve ' 240 km s−1, vesc ' 600 km s−1 [16].

In the vesc → ∞ limit (corresponding to a simple
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in the Galactic frame,
which can be useful for seeing the basic form of expres-
sions), we have N0 = π3/2v3

0 . From Section II B, a useful
quantity for computing DM scattering rates is

p1(vz) =

∫
dvxdvy

dΩe
4π

f(v) (B3)

For a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, this is

p1(vz) =
1

4ve

(
erf

(
ve − vz
v0

)
+ erf

(
ve + vz
v0

))
(B4)

For the truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, we have

p1(vz) =


π3/2v30
4veN0

(
erf
(
ve−vz
v0

)
+ erf

(
ve+vz
v0

))
− πv20

N0
e−v

2
esc/v

2
0 vz < vesc − ve

π3/2v30
4veN0

(
erf
(
vesc
v0

)
+ erf

(
ve−vz
v0

))
− πv20

2N0

ve+vesc−vz
ve

e−v
2
esc/v

2
0 vz < vesc + ve

0 vz > vesc + ve

(B5)

Figure 10 plots p1(vz) for the standard parameter values, illustrating that the difference between the truncated and
non-truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions is only important at high velocities, and correspondingly small p1

values.

Appendix C: Other EM sum rules

As well as the
∫
dω
ω Im(−1/εL(ω)) sum rule, there are

also other constraints that the longitudinal dielectric
function should satisfy [27, 28]. For example, suppose
that ε(ω) ' 1− ω2

p/ω
2 for large enough |ω|. Then, from

the Kramers-Kronig relations,∫ ∞
0

dω ω Im

(
−1

εL(ω, k)

)
=
π

2
ω2
p (C1)

The dω/ω sum rule (Eq. (1)) can be viewed as cor-
responding to energy absorption from a delta-function
pulse in time. In contrast, the dω ω sum rule from
Eq. (C1) corresponds to energy absorption from a second-
derivative-of-delta-function pulse (a rapid down-up-down
sequence). This emphasises absorption at higher frequen-
cies. Physically, since we are interested in low-mass DM
absorption, and correspondingly, in smaller energy trans-
fers, the dω/ω sum rule will be more useful for our pur-
poses.
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